
CROP CONDITIONS

This week it has been encouraging to speak with farmers from central and eastern Mas-

sachusetts where adequate rainfall has helped overcome the earlier drought conditions, 

markets are strong, and harvests are going well. It has been quite discouraging to speak 

with farmers from the Connecticut Valley where waterlogged soils and wet foliage are 

causing disease problems of all kinds. Nonetheless, a lot of great crops are being har-

vested. 

CUCURBIT DISEASE UPDATE: PLECTOSPORIUM IS HERE, 

DOWNY IS CLOSER, PCAP IS SPREADING 

There’s not a lot of good news about cucurbit diseases this week. After a very brief re-

spite of dry weather, daily or near-daily rains have kept soils and foliage soaked. As has 

been the pattern all season, rainfall was lighter in eastern and southeastern MA. 

Plectosporium

This disease was found in pumpkin and summer squash in Hadley this week. Since it depends on environmental condi-

tions as well as field history, finding it in one field means it is likely to be present in other fields. Conditions have been 

wet everywhere, but especially so in the Conn River Valley.  Scout for this disease along with powdery and downy mil-

dew.  In pumpkin, Plectosporium appears first on the large main vines running along the ground, so you have to separate 

the leaves and peer down through the canopy to check for the small, white slits or lesions on the vines.  In summer squash, 

you will see it on the main stem and the leave petioles first. Fungicides can help prevent spread to fruit. Protectants such 

as chlorothalonil are effective. Strobiluron fungicides, such as Cabrio or Flint, are very effective on Plectosporium blight 

but there tends to be a high probability of resistance against powdery and downy mildew.  

Downy Mildew

MA has been at ’high risk’ for downy mildew on several occasions over the past week. The disease has moved closer and 

this week was confirmed in NJ and eastern NY (Saratoga County).  This makes it very possible that downy will be show-

ing up in your fields soon.  Cucumbers are especially at risk.  SCOUT OFTEN. Downy mildew first appears as yellow 

polka-dots on the leaves.  These yellow spots quickly turn into square or almost square brown lesions that are restricted by 

the small leaf veins.  Next the older leaves begin to curl upwards at the margins and finally all the foliage in the field dies.  

If you see the yellow polka-dots or brown mosaic-like lesions you will need to respond quickly with an effective material 

because it only takes a week to 10 days for the foliage to die.  While it is advisable to save the best downy mildew materi-

als for when downy is actually present, it may be difficult to get out and scout as often as needed. If that’s the case, it may 

be time to use one of these products. This is particularly true for crops that need healthy foliage for several more weeks in 

order to get full-sized, mature fruit. This disease only affects foliage, but can kill the canopy very rapidly.

To target control of downy mildew, we would recommend a phosphorus acid product like Prophyte or Aliette, alternated 

with Tanos, Gavel, Ranman, Forum, PrevicurFlex, Curzate, or Reason mixed with either Bravo or Maneb. Gavel can-

not be used in pumpkins or winter squash because it contains mancozeb. Ridomil Gold/Bravo is also generally effective 

against downy mildew and some control may be obtained with strobilurins like Quadris, Cabrio, or Pristine. Gavel, Ran-

man, Forum, Ridomil Gold and phosphorous acid fungicides may help to manage Phytophthora Blight in conjunction with 
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cultural practices to manage soil water. 

The problem is that every year we get a different strain of the downy mildew and any particular strain can be resistant to 

any of the fungicides. Last year some of the least expensive products, such as Ranman, ProPhyt, and maneb, reportedly 

worked better than some of the more expensive products, but past performance does not guarantee future success.  

Powdery Mildew

Powdery mildew is present in summer squash, winter squash, and pumpkin crops. The most effective materials for pow-

dery mildew are the systemic products that help control the disease on the underside of the leaves where it gets started. 

The problem is that these products are very prone to resistance so should only be used a single time in a season and then 

put away until next year, and pathologists suggest that they are always used mixed with a protectant or non-systemic 

material. Some of these systemics and sulfur only control powdery mildew so must be mixed with a protectant to provide 

control of the other major diseases which can rot the fruit.  Here is a suggested program that will control all the major 

diseases, except downy mildew, and provides the best resistance management. 

1st spray - Pristine or Pristine and maneb

2nd spray - Procure or Nova and Bravo. It is possible that powdery is developing resistance to DMI fungicides.  Tests 

done in July in Pennsylvania showed that even the highest rates of Nova were not effective, and only high rates of Procure 

were effective.  

3rd and 4th spray - Sulfur and Bravo. Do not use sulfur on melons.  One form of sulfur that is inexpensive and dissolves 

nicely so that it will not clog your sprayer is a brand called Microthial Disperse sold by UAP.  Although it is not a sys-

temic, sulfur has been shown to be very effective against powdery mildew. 

Try to spray every 10 days, but tighten the schedule by a couple of days during rainy periods and loosen it by a couple of 

days during dry periods.  

Phytophthora – Peppers and Cucurbits

In Connecticut Valley, this disease is reaching epidemic proportions. Both pepper and cucurbit fields are affected. Most 

often the plants have crown rot, which kills the crown and stems and takes down the 

whole plant (see photo). With so much rain, saturated soils and standing water, there’s 

not much that growers can do. Growers have tilled under the infected sections only to 

see the disease spread rapidly into the rest of the field. Once the infection has spread 

throughout the field, the best action is to till under the whole crop. 

Where rain is less heavy, anything you can do to 

reduce ponding and pooling of rain or irrigation 

water will help to reduce the spread of this disease.  

Removing infected material, along with a border 

of healthy-looking plants, may slow its spread.  Be 

careful of moving soil from infected fields to healthy 

fields on boots or equipment.  Many of the fungicides labeled for downy also list Phy-

tophthora; trials have yet to find a single material that can be said to ensure protection. 

It is also possible that irrigation water can become contaminated by runoff from infected 

fields. We are starting to test irrigation water sources for Phytophthora.  If you would 

like information about getting your irrigation water tested for Phytophthora contamina-

tion, please contact Andy Cavanagh at 413-577-3976 or by email at acavanagh@psis.

umass.edu.As always, make sure you check the label before mixing fungicides.  These 

recommendations are intended as guidelines only. No company or product endorsement 

is implied or intended.  Disregard any information in this newsletter if it is in conflict 

with the label.

--A Cavanagh, R Hazzard, B. Dicklow, R. Wick. Sources: Jude Boucher, UConn and 

John Mishanec, Cornell Coop. Extension

Crown rot caused by P.capsici

Pepper fruit infected with P.capsici
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PREVENTING DEER DAMAGE

The population of deer in Massachusetts continues to grow, and damage on vegetable and fruit crops can be serious.  They 

can be very damaging in vine crops, and now that the fall pumpkins and winter squash are forming fruit, it is critical to 

take action to prevent damage if you are in a high deer area. Temporary electric fencing can be an effective barrier but 

should be installed before deer begin feeding in a field. Repellents may also help deter deer, especially if the pressure is 

not severe. One advantage of a wet season is that deer can find plentiful food in other locations besides your pumpkin 

field!

Deer Fencing 

Fencing, the construction of a barrier between the crop and the deer, is the most effective long-term solution to deer 

damage. The basics of fencing apply to both electric and non-electric fencing.  It is important to understand that deer can 

easily jump a fence 10 feet high, but much prefer not to.  Deer prefer to go under or through a fence than to jump it if at 

all possible.  Thus, the bottom wire of an electric fence should be no more than 10 or 12 inches off the ground and non-

electric fences should either have an even lower bottom wire (about 6 inches) or be of mesh construction.

Fence maintenance is critical in both applications.  If a tree falls on the fence or a hole is cut in the fence, the fence should 

be repaired immediately.  Once deer have gotten inside and discovered the crop, it will be harder to keep them out, even 

with an electric fence.  No gaps should exist in the fence, access must be provided through gates that are closed at all 

times.  Fences should have a clear perimeter, at least 5 or 6 feet on the outside of the fence, so deer have to cross an open-

ing before encountering the fence.  This also enhances visibility of the fence to the deer.  Deer will blunder into a fence 

placed tight to a wooded edge and can actually damage or take down sections of a fence simply because they do not see 

it very well, especially smooth wire designs.  Having a clear border will increase the effectiveness of the fence and aid in 

maintenance.   

Electric Fencing

Electric fencing need not be a tremendously costly remedy to deer damage.  Many small fields can be protected by por-

table units that can be put up and taken down in half a day.  Larger farmers and orchards may want to invest in permanent 

fences, but even here costs can be reduced by using solar chargers and having clear perimeters.  For small fields of a few 

acres or less, portable fences either of regular electric wire or tape (“Hot Tape”) will provide relief from deer.  Hot tape 

is a wide, colored tape with several wires embedded inside.  It enhances protection by being very visible to deer, even at 

night, while providing an electric shock on contact.    As few as two strands of electric wire can be used to protect crops 

if it is put up immediately after planting, it is baited initially (explanation to follow), it is always “hot”, and is maintained 

properly (e.g., do not let weeds or grass grow up into the fence).  The effect that being shocked by an electric fence has on 

deer behavior and their subsequent avoidance of the fence allows a landowner to use a lower fence than in the non-electric 

case.   Baiting the fence is quite simple but enhances the deterrent powers dramatically.  Deer are extremely well-insulated 

over most of their body with fur.  Couple that with their tendency to go under or through a fence, where they are most 

likely to contact the fence with their back or neck and it is easy to see how deer can penetrate an electric fence and not be 

shocked too badly.  Baiting the fence, usually with a metal tab smeared with peanut butter, will make the deer contact the 

fence with it’s nose and tongue, wet parts that will conduct the electricity quite well.  This first contact and the resulting 

shock on sensitive parts will educate a deer to respect the fence for quite some time.  Obviously, the fence must be off to 

apply the tabs and bait, but turn it on immediately upon finishing.  Space the tabs about 30 feet apart and keep the fence 

baited for several weeks after the fence is installed.  When the deer have become acquainted with the fence the baits can 

be removed if desired.  However, deer will occasionally test a fence that has shocked them and new deer may enter the 

area so keeping the fence baited is not a bad idea.  Most important is to keep the fence hot at all times.  Deer will try to go 

under or through the fence, thus keep the bottom wire 10 to 12 inches above the ground.  In a two-wire fence, the second 

wire can be at a height of 30 to 36 inches above the ground.  A three-wire fence can have strands at 12, 24, and 40 inch-

es.  Keep in mind that adult deer are about 36 inches at the shoulder.  Fence posts do not need to be as stout as with the 

non-electric fence.  Fiberglass posts driven into the ground at 30 to 40 foot intervals, close enough to keep the fence from 

sagging are adequate.  It is the electric shock that provides the deterrent here, not the strength of the fence.  Electric fence 

supplies can be found at farm supply centers or through fencing specialty companies.  

Three fencing specialists in the Northeast are:
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 Wellscroft Farm 167  Sunset Hill- Chesham Harrisville, NH  03450  (603) 827-3464 

 Kiwi Fence Systems 1145 E. Roy Furman Hwy. Waynesburg, PA  15370 (724) 627-5640  

 Walnut Grove Farm 50 Cartland Rd. Lee, NH  03824 (603) 659-2044

Non-electric Fencing

The non-electric fence does not work as a behavioral barrier to deer the way the electric fence does; thus it needs to be 

constructed differently. To be effective, these fences should be a minimum of 8 feet tall.  There are two styles to consider:  

smooth wire strands or mesh.  The mesh can be either woven wire or plastic mesh, both will work well.  Non-electric 

fences usually are permanent structures. Because the wire needs to be tensioned, the fence posts must be very secure and 

corners constructed carefully.  Here the fence itself provides the deterrent.  Deer will attempt to push through a non-elec-

tric fence and are strong enough to exploit weaknesses in fence design.  The result will be a break in the fence and crop 

damage.  Many designs exist for non-electric fencing. For stranded wire, they involve gradually increasing distances 

between wires as the height of the fence increases.  Again, this is because deer prefer to go under or through a fence and 

are not likely to jump through the top strands.  Keep the spacing between the lowest strands (below four feet) to no more 

than 10 inches, with the bottom strand about six inches above the ground.  

The strands above four feet can be spaced at 15 to 20 inches.  Attaching streamers or flagging to the strands increases the 

visibility of the fence and provides an additional deterrent.    Woven wire or mesh designs are used extensively at captive 

deer facilities to keep deer inside pens and do just as good a job keeping deer out.  The woven wire designs typically have 

small spaces at the bottom and progressively larger spaces toward the top.  Mesh construction may be easier to maintain 

than stranded wire and more resistant to the attempts of deer to push through.  In places where appearance is a concern, 

heavy-duty plastic mesh, usually black in color, can be used.  In some instances, the NRCS EQIP program has provided 

cost-share to growers who install permanent deer fencing as part of their overall conservation plan. 

Repellents

Repellents reduce deer damage by making the target crop taste or smell unpalatable to deer.  All repellents are billed to 

reduce, not eliminate, deer damage. To achieve this reduction, they must be consistently applied and reapplied as directed.  

The objective is to make the planted material unattractive to deer, so that they feed elsewhere.  Once a feeding pattern has 

been established, repellents are usually less effective.  

For protecting vegetable and fruit crops, make sure that a product is approved for use on edible crops. Certain repellents 

can be used on edible plants such as vegetable crops, fruits, berries, nuts and herbs, but they must be removed (washed 

off) prior to eating. The following repellents are approved for use on edible plants: Hinder, Millers’ Hot Sauce, Deer Stop-

per, Plant Pro-Tec, Deer Buster and Repel. 

With the use of repellents, some damage must be tolerated, even if browsing pressure is low. None of the existing repel-

lents provide reliable protection when deer densities are high. Repellents should be applied before damage is likely to 

occur, when precipitation is not expected for 24 hours, and temperatures will remain between 40° to 80°F for that period. 

Hand-spray applications may be cost effective on small acreages, while machine sprays will reduce costs for larger areas. 

If the materials are compatible, spray costs may be reduced by adding repellents to pesticide sprays.

 - Adapted from John E. McDonald, Jr., formerly US Fish & Wildlife, and Craig Hollingsworth, University of Massa-

chusetts; Richard Ashley and Norman L. Gauthier and Richard A. Ashley; University of Connecticut; Maryland Dept of 

Agriculture (http://www.dnr.state.md.us/wildlife/ddmtrepell.asp); 

MDAR ENERGY NEWS: MASSACHUSETTS ENERGY BILL

Well it’s now official: The MA Energy Bill, officially known as Chapter 169 of the Acts of 2008, “An Act Relative to 

Green Communities” was enacted and signed into law by Governor Patrick on July 2, 2008 at a ceremony held at the 

Boston Museum of Science. This new energy legislation is quite comprehensive and will make some significant changes 

to a number of energy related topics in our state, impacting state owned vehicles and buildings, municipalities, communi-

ties, utilities and consumers alike, including agriculture. Most all of it intends to prioritize and promote energy efficiency 
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and renewable energy technologies and ultimately protect our environment and has been said by some to be model energy 

legislation for the nation. There is quite a bit of legislation to absorb and on a variety of topics, but the following are prob-

ably the sections within the bill most relevant to impacting agriculture:

Section 11: Within this section are provisions that:

1.  Continue and increase the mandated electric and natural gas energy efficiency programs as well as collecting the re-

newable energy fund from the state’s distribution companies; 

2.  Provides an option that would allow Municipal Power & Light Companies to participate in the Massachusetts Renew-

able Energy Trust (RET) Fund. 

Section 49: Among a variety of things, this Section redefines applications for the Massachusetts Renewable Energy Trust 

Fund, primarily by allowing non-electric renewable technologies to be considered as part of funding programs, includ-

ing solar thermal, micro-combined heat and power units less than 60 kW, geothermal heating and cooling projects, and 

biomass thermal and storage and conversion technologies connected to qualifying generation projects.

Section 78: This Section redefines net metering, including provisions for an Agricultural Net Metering Facility, as follows:

1.  Allows for renewable energy generation capacity up to 2 megawatts in three different classes, Class I 0-60 kW, Class II 

60-1,000 kW and Class III 1,000-2,000 kW,; Class I does not specify any particular technology, renewable or otherwise; 

Classes II & III are specified to be either solar, wind or agricultural net metering facilities as defined below; additionally 

provides for a neighborhood net metering facility, as further defined below, to be either a Class I, II or III net metering 

facility; 

2.  Provides for on-going month-to-month crediting of one’s account for excess generation, as well as provides for desig-

nating excess generation to other distribution customers for credit for Classes I&II solar and wind net metering facilities 

and for Class III solar, wind and agricultural net metering facilities; provides for neighborhood net metering crediting for 

the customers served by the facility; 

3.  Values the monthly credit at close to retail value versus the existing average monthly clearing (wholesale) price, though 

it varies between the different Classes; Class I allows credit for solar and wind net metering facilities only for all electric 

bill charges except for energy efficiency and renewable energy programs charges; Class II allows credit for solar, wind, 

and agricultural net metering facilities for all electric bill charges except energy efficiency and renewable energy pro-

grams charges; and Class III allows credit for wind, solar and agricultural net metering facilities for all charges except the 

energy efficiency and renewable energy programs charges and for the distribution kilo-watt hour charges, unless you are 

a municipality or government entity; neighborhood net metering does not allow for distribution kilo-watt hour charges in 

addition to energy efficiency and renewable energy programs charges; 

4.  Incorporates agricultural net metering by way of defining an agricultural net metering facility as a renewable energy 

generating facility operated as part of an agricultural business that generates electricity that does not have a generation 

capacity of more than 2 megawatts and is located on land owned or controlled by the agricultural business and is used to 

provide energy to metered accounts of the business; agriculture has the same meaning as provided in MGL Section 1A 

of Chapter 128 and renewable energy includes by reference a number of power conversion technologies including solar, 

wind, those using biomass, energy crops, animal or food wastes, ocean & tidal, fuel cells, qualified hydro, etc; 

5.  Defines other net metering facilities as: wind, a facility that uses wind to generate electricity; solar, one that uses sun-

light; and neighborhood, one that is owned by or serves the needs of a group of 10 or more residential customers and is 

located within the same neighborhood as the customers it serves. 

For more information on the landmark Energy Bill, please visit: http://www.mass.gov?pageID=gov3modulechunk&L=1&

L0=Home&sid=Agov3&b=terminalcontent&f=features_2008-07-02_energy&csid=Agov3

For a complete 84 page version, please visit www.mass.gov/agr/programs/energy/chapter169actsof2008.pdf 

New Massachusetts Farm Energy Program (MFEP):

The 2nd phase of the Berkshire Pioneer RC&D MFEP continues to make progress, with an RFQ/P advertised for energy 
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consultants interested in providing technical assistance in the form of energy audits to farms across the state. Interested re-

sponders are due August 18th, 2008. A bidder’s conference is planned for July 29th, 2008. The MFEP hopes to have Phase 

2 services available to farms early this fall. For more information on this program, please visit: www.berkshirepioneerrcd.

org.

Massachusetts Bio-fuel Crop Trials 

The MA bio-fuels crop trials were publicized on July 17th, 2008 on WGBH’s Greater Boston Program host-

ed by Emily Rooney. David Cash, Assistant Secretary for Policy of EOEEA, and Brooke Coleman, Presi-

dent/CEO of New Fuels Alliance, had a panel discussion on biofuels in MA. Video of progress of the crop tri-

als, including Professor Stephen Herbert and Bob Williams of Mt Toby Farms, made the introduction piece. 

Here’s the link to a copy of the program: http://streams.wgbh.org/online/gb/gb.php?file=gb20080717biofuel2.

mov&title=Massachusetts’%20effort%20to%20expand%20biofuel%20usage

The crop trials are the result of a combined effort of The Executive Office of Energy & Environmental Affairs (EOEEA), 

the Massachusetts Division of Energy Resources (DOER), the Massachusetts Technology Collaborative (MTC) and 

the Massachusetts Department of Agricultural Resources (MDAR) working with research professors from the UMass 

Amherst MA Department of Plant, Soil, and Insect Sciences to develop trial crops for switchgrass and crambe. The inten-

tion of the trials is to research the development of a sustainable fuel crop on marginal land, i.e., one not considered a good 

candidate for food production. 

-Reprinted from Massachusetts Department of Agricultural Resources (MDAR) Farm & Market ReportVol. 85, No. 4, Au-

gust / September

WHITE MOLD OF BEAN 

White Mold caused by Sclerotinia sclerotiorum occurs wherever beans are grown and can be highly destructive in seasons 

of prolonged cool, moist conditions. The first symptoms are small, irregularly shaped water-soaked areas on stems, leaves, 

or pods which quickly develop into soft, light brown lesions. Under favorable conditions, lesions develop white, cottony 

mycelium and hard, black sclerotia. Stem infections can cause complete collapse of plants.

Sclerotia may survive in the soil for five years or more and germinate under favorable conditions in the top ¼ inch of soil. 

Spores infect senescing tissue such as flowers and then colonize adjacent tissues. The disease is most severe under mod-

erate temperatures, moist soil, and under a dense plant canopy. Dissemination of the pathogen occurs in irrigation water, 

wind (ascospores), weed infection, and in or among seeds.

Management

     •Do not plant seed that is contaminated with sclerotia.

     •Avoid planting susceptible legumes in severely infested fields.

     •Practice crop rotation with nonhosts.

     • Irrigate in the morning so that foliage and soil dry quickly or use subsurface drip irrigation. 

     • Avoid excessive nitrogen fertilization that can lead to dense canopies.

     •Apply foliar fungicides during flowering such as boscalid, iprodione (Rovral), thiophanate-methyl (Topsin), or strobi       

lurins.

     • Contans, a biological control containing Coniothyrium minitans, has shown promise. Apply in the fall to allow sclero-

tial infection.

     • Incorporating biomass from Brassica cover crops can reduce soil inoculum and subsequent disease severity.

-Bess Dicklow, UMass Extension
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SALMONELLA SOURCE FOUND

The Salmonella strain associated with the lastest foodborne illness outbreak has been found, according to a report from the 

Associated Press. Health officials said on Wednesday the Salmonella strain was found in irrigation water as well as in a 

sample from some serrano peppers at a Mexican farm. The farm is located in Nuevo Leon, Mexico. 

In other related news, yesterday the House Agriculture Committee’s Subcommittee on Horticulture and Organic Agricul-

ture held a hearing to review issues surrounding the traceability of fresh produce. 

Written testimony provided by the witnesses is available on the Committee Web site: http://agriculture.house.gov/hear-

ings/index.html. A full transcript of the hearing will be posted on the Committee Web site at a later date.

-Adapted from Rosemary Grodon, July 31, 08 American Vegetable Grower Online

MASSACHUSETTS TOMATO CONTEST TO BE HELD MONDAY AUGUST 18TH

 The 24th Annual Massachusetts Tomato Contest, sponsered by the New England Vegetable and Berry Growers Asso-

ciation and Massachusetts Department of Agricultural Resources in cooperation with the Federation of Massachusetts 

Farmers’ Markets, will be held at Boston’s City Hall Plaza Farmers’ Market on Monday, August 18th in conjunction with 

the City Hall Plaza Farmers’ Market and the start of Massachusetts Farmers’ Market Week. Tomatoes will be judged by 

a panel of experts on flavor, firmness/slicing quality, exterior color and shape. Always a lively and fun event, the day is 

designed to increase awareness of locally grown produce.

Farmers who want to submit entries can bring tomatoes to the City Hall Plaza Farmers’ Market by 10:15 am on August 

18th or drop their entries off with the corresponding registration form to one of several locations around the state on Au-

gust 16th or 17th (see list of locations, below). These tomatoes will be brought in to Boston on Monday. For the complete 

details, including contest criteria and a registration form, go to: http://www.mass.gov/agr/markets/tomato_contest.htm

For more information contact David Webber(617) 626-1754,  David.Webber@state.ma.us

SWEET CORN REPORT

Customer demand for sweet corn is high, yield and quality are generally very good. More fields are finished and ready for 

disking and either a fall crop or early cover crop. Some fields have suffered damage from wind, waterlogged soils, or hail. 

Birds are flocking and deterrents may be needed to keep the damage down. For most growers, late fields are just about 

finishing the whorl stage and moving into pretassel.European corn borer second generation is actively laying eggs this 

week and hatch is likely occurring.  As trap counts increase, scout corn that is in pre-tassel or is tasseling for borer dam-

age.  When fields are 15% infested or over you know it is time to spray. When silking, 12 moths per night indicate a spray 

is needed. 

Corn earworm captures dropped slightly after a spike of fresh moths last week, but some fields still have large trap cap-

tures. In various locations all over the state, we found numbers in the 0.6 to 1 per night range, calling for a five day spray 

schedule. (See table below). Shorter spray schedules (4-day) would be recommended where captures were between 1.1 

and 13 moths per night, which also occurred in all regions of the state (Still River, Whatley and Holyoke). Variation may 

reflect what date the trap was checked, as well as variations from farm to farm. Be sure to move traps into fresh silk for 

the most sensitive measure of CEW activity. Good coverage of the ear zone is critical for earworm control. With the warm 

temperatures we are experiencing, corn earworm larvae will hatch in 3-5 days and will move down silk and into the ears 

rapidly.  Cool nights slow down the hatch time. Check traps twice a week to catch an infestation before it catches you! 

Fall armyworm trap captures are still low this week, but watch late fields for infestation and damage.  Presence of one 

moth in a trap indicates that it is important to scout whorl stage corn, but many growers don’t deploy FAW traps so scout-

ing is key.  FAW invasions tend to be more patchy than corn earworm; one farm might have it while another nearby farm 

does not. Coastal areas and river valleys can get heavy flights, but it’s not limited to those areas. Scout whorl or pretassel 

corn as you would for ECB and look for damage and worms.  Feeding occurs inside the whorl leaves; small larvae can be 
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FieldWorks

found in the rolled-up whorl. Tassel damage and frass is more obvi-

ous than ECB. How do you know its FAW? Look for a smooth body, 

brownish color with lighter stripes, and a dark head capsule with an in-

verted Y in light tan or white. These caterpillars grow up to 1 ½ inches 

long.  Damage can be ragged and somewhat alarming but it’s not 

unusual to find the damage done and the worm gone, having moved to 

the soil to pupate—in 

which case there’s no 

point in spraying. It is 

important to clean up 

FAW before the silk 

stage to prevent ugly 

damage from tunneling 

into the side or tip of 

the ear. Spray if % in-

festation exceeds 15%. 

If you find a combina-

tion of FAW and ECB 

in pretassel corn, use 

the combined count to 

determine if threshold 

is reached.

--Thanks to our scouting network: R. Hazzard, A.Brown, C.Huffman, 

S.Alegria, D.Rose, J.Golonka, S. Pepin, G.Hamilton, P.Willard, 

J.Mussoni, C.Leich, 

B.Howden, J.Bartlett 

Location Z1 EII Total CEW FAW

Bershires/Champlain Valley

Pittsfi eld 0 0 0 0 -

CT Valley

South Deerfi eld 2 49 51 - -

Sunderland (1) 3 0 3 3 0

Sunderland (2) 6 89 95 - 0

Whatley 4 0 4 4 0

Hadley (1) 4 6 10 12.5 0

Hadley (2) 1 8 9 18 0

Amherst (1) 1 0 1 2.5 0

Amherst (2) 0 2 2 0.5 0

Granby 0 1 1 - 0

Central & Eastern MA

Rehoboth 0 7 7 62.5 -

Still River 4 3 7 6 0

Concord 14 0 14 9 0

Leicester/Spencer 12 0 12 5 0

Northbridge 12 0 12 16 2

Tyngsboro 22 0 22 14 0

Lancaster 0 0 0 3 0

NH

Litchfi eld, NH 0 6 6 55 0

Hollis, NH 1 51 52 7 0

Mason, NH 2 5 7 0 0

Pepper ECB Trap Counts Z1 EII

Total 

ECB

CT Valley

Granby 0 1 1

Holyoke 1 5 6

Sunderland (1) 1 15 16

Amherst 4 2 6

Hadley (2) 1 5 6

Fall armyworm damage in whorl corn

Corn Earworm Threshold

Moths/Night Moths/Week Spray Interval

0-0.2 0-1.4 no spray

0.3-0.5 1.5-3.5 every 6 days

0.6-1 3.6-7 every 5 days

1.1-13.0 7.1-91 every 4 days

Over 13 Over 91 every 3 days
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Vegetable Notes.  Ruth Hazzard, editor and Amanda Brown and Andrew Cavanagh, assistant editors.  Vegetable Notes is pub-

lished weekly from May to September and at intervals during the off-season, and includes contributions from the faculty and 

staff of the UMass Extension Vegetable Program, other universities and USDA agencies, growers, and private IPM consultants.  

Authors of articles are noted; author and photographer is R. Hazzard if none is cited.

Where trade names or commercial products are used, no company or product endorsement is implied or intended.  Always read 

the label before using any pesticide.  The label is the legal document for product use.  Disregard any information in this newslet-

ter if it is in confl ict with the label.
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